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Part Description Qty

1 Toys2Go Pannier Bag 2

2 Securing Straps 4

Notes: 
1. The installation of the pannier bags are done by executing the following steps sequentially.
2. Installation steps are to be conducted on the motorcycle with the racks installed. This guide

depicts the installation on a standalone rack for clarity purposes only.
3. The bags are interchangeable between the left and ride sides.
4. The bags should be secured to allow as little free play as possible.
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Attach the 4 securing straps (2), to
the pannier racks as shown. The
elasticised sections must go on top.
Refer to the next page on how to
attach the straps to the fastening
loops.

Step 1



To secure the straps to the rack,
thread the end of the strap through
the metal loop.

Step 1 continued

Then pass the other end of the strap
through the soft loop and pull tight
onto the rack.



Place the bags roughly into position using the saddle straps. The bags should be centred onto
the pannier rack frame. The straps can be positioned above or below the saddles of the
motorbike depending on it’s configuration.

Step 2



Undo and the centre strap of the bag and thread the strap through the pannier frame as
shown below. Note the strap position relative to the rack frame.

Step 3



Thread the bottom section of the main centre strap through the bottom and front securing
loops on the bag. Bring the top section of the main centre strap over the top of the bag. Click
the buckle into place and pull down on the strap to secure.

Step 4



Thread the bottom sections of the securing straps through the bottom and front securing
loops on the bag. Bring the top sections of the securing straps over the top of the bag. Click
the buckles into place and pull down on the straps to secure. Re‐tighten the main centre strap
if required. Repeat for the other side of the motorbike. Release and reposition the saddle
straps if required.

Step 5



Provision has been made for an additional horizontal strap on either side of the bags (securing
loops).

Step 6



The main centre strap and side securing straps are released in order to access the main bag
section. The bag is closed by first closing the top zip, then rolling the top of the bag down
tightly and then securing the closed section with the side buckles. Pull down to tighten. Re‐
attach the main centre and side securing straps and tighten.

Opening and Closing the Bags


